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Summary
Textile dyeing and its effects on the environment and human
health have received little attention in comparison with the
larger sustainable fashion movement.
Through the use of Design Thinking and Systems Thinking,
this project examines why that is, what keeps dyers from
being more sustainable, how to raise awareness of textile
dyeing’s impact on the environment and human health, and
how to help dyers transition to more sustainable practices.
The project’s execution revealed that while there are many
options for more sustainable dyeing, dyers are relatively
uninformed about those options. And even when they are
able to apply less damaging processes, it is difficult or
impossible to measure the change because the impact
assessment tools available don’t include the specifics of
dyes or dyeing in their data.
These insights led to the decision to create a resource for
dyers that gives them the tools to make better, more
sustainably-minded decisions, advocate for improvements
within their industry, and be included in the larger
sustainable fashion movement.

Fig.1 River in Bangladesh polluted by textile dyes
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Introduction

The Natural Step:
Awareness & Vision
The fashion industry’s environmental and human health impacts are difficult
to measure, particularly because it connects to several other industries:
agriculture (through the production of products such as cotton, flax, hemp),
animal agriculture (leather, fur, wool, cashmere), petroleum (polyester and
other synthetics), forestry (rayon), mining, construction (retail stores),
shipping, and manufacturing.1
Still, specific areas of impact can be traced. For instance, the Natural Resource
Defense Council states that “textile mills generate one-fifth of the world’s
industrial water pollution and use around 20,000 chemicals, many of which
are carcinogenic, to make clothes.”2 In China, where around half of the
world’s textile manufacturing takes place,3 fashion is the second most waterpolluting industry, after the chemical industry.2 In city in Tamil Nadu, India,
wastewater from the city’s 729 dyeing units has led to 30% of villagers
contracting waterborne diseases, 400 tons of fish dying in the polluted river,
and caused the once-thriving agriculture business to collapse.4
There is a saying that you can predict fashion’s color trends by looking at the
rivers in China. However, sometimes it’s not so easy to tell when water
sources are polluted by dyes. Azo dyes (a group of synthetic dyes composed
of a chemical azo group), which make up about 70% of commercial dyes used,
have been shown to cause liver and bladder cancer in humans and damage
the health of fish and plants in areas where they have contaminated water
sources. Because water polluted by azo chemicals remains clear, it’s often not
detected until it is too late. Azo dyes have been regulated in the United States
and Europe, but less so in other areas.5

Fig. 2
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Introduction

The Natural Step:
Awareness & Vision
Dyeing is particularly harmful to people working in the dyehouses. According to A
Review on the Health Status of Textile Dyeing Workers that was published in the
International Journal of Scientific Research,
In 2010: Potential genotoxic risks were found among the textile printing
and dyeing workers in Coimbatore, South India . Only 34% dyeing and
painting workers were found using personal protective equipment during
their work in Tamil Nadu, India
In 2014: A cross sectional study in Iran showed significant increase in acute
and chronic respiratory problems among textile dyeing workers.
In 2015: Higher risks of depression, allergies, headache and sleep
disturbances and other workplace hazards were seen among the dyeing
workers.
In 2016: About 40% cloth dyeing workers of Jaipur, India suffer from
occupational contact dermatitis
After analyzing data collected from a wide variety of textile workers, the paper
concludes that “quality6of life of textile workers are found directly related to their
working environment.”
These are just a few statistics that point to the negative effect that textile dyes are
having on human and environmental health. Due to the lack of transparency in the
information available and the anecdotal nature of much of the available reports,
it’s unclear as to what specific chemicals are causing these problems. Dye
suppliers tend to be unwilling to share full information about what goes into their
dyes. For example, when Michael Braungart Design Chemistry (MBDC) was trying
to find the full formulation for textile dyes in order to create a more sustainable
version, only one supplier was willing to share that information. While MBDC was
successful in finding sixteen nontoxic dyes to use on
a compostable textile, these
dyes haven’t been used outside of that fabric line.7 This lack of transparency and
difficultly in finding specific formula details makes it even more challenging to
know what chemicals should be avoided.

Fig. 3 River in Bangladesh polluted by textile dyes

This project will focus on improving the state of textile dyeing in the fashion
industry. The effects on human and environmental health will be researched, as
well as sustainable dyes and process improvements that can be made.
NYC dyehouses and people working in the fashion industry will be contacted to
find out what dye-related issues they want to solve and what has kept them from
reaching sustainability goals.
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Introduction

The Natural Step:
Awareness & Vision
A common reaction to the realization of the harmful
effects of textile dyes on humans and the environment is
to consider the elimination of dyes all together.
In fact, the only textile to achieve Cradle to Cradle’s
highest level of certification (a certification based on
nature’s processes and centered on a zero-waste
philosophy8) is an undyed denim. (See appendix A)
Natural dyes are also commonly thought to be the most
sustainable choice. However, using natural dyes requires
more dye liquid than synthetic dyes, and the dyestuff
must be grown on land that could otherwise be used to
grow food. Additionally, some of the substances used in
natural dyeing is also toxic. Due to the amount of dyestuff
required, natural dyeing is only practical for small
quantities of fiber and not suitable for use in the larger
fashion industry.9
Textile dyeing has been a part of human life for thousands
of years and color can affect emotions and activities, in
addition to having social significance. For these reasons,
while forgoing the use of dye may be useful in some
situations, it is not a solution to the dyeing industry’s
sustainability issues.
Fig. 4-9: Textile color is an important part of human identity, as seen in religious garments, sports jerseys, traditional clothing, and everyday wear.

A brief
timeline of
textile
dyeing10,11

3,000 B.C.
First recorded
mention of
textile dyeing
as found in
Chinese
chronology

2,000 B.C
People in the
Middle Kingdom of
Egypt use mordants
to improve
colorfastness
of dyes

1500 B.C.
The Phoenician
dye industry is
renowned for is
purple dye
obtained from
shellfish

1200 A.D.
Marco Polo
writes about
India’s
Indigo dye
manufacture

1856 A.D.
William
Perkins
creates the
mauvine, the
first synthetic
textile dye

1914 A.D.
The synthetic
textile dye
industry is
firmly
established in
Germany
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Introduction

The Natural Step:
Awareness & Vision

Key Takeaways

Problem Statement

! Textile dyeing is damaging the environment and human
health. Specific information regarding dye chemicals and
processes is not publicly available, and this lack of
transparency makes it difficult to comprehend or access.

Dyes and dyeing practices that are commonly used in the
textile industry are damaging the environment and human
health.

! There are already dyes and methods of dyeing that are
more sustainable, and more options being developed.
However, most people don’t know about dyeing’s
impact. Furthermore, people working in the industry
who do understand that it is a problem often don’t
know how to improve or are unable to access the
resources to make a positive change.
! The objective of this project is to create a resource for
dyers that compiles available information about
sustainable dyeing, including the less harmful dyes
which are available, workers' organizations, and
sustainable fashion organizations.
! This resource will help dyers understand their impact,
teach them how to be more sustainable, and open
access to information that tends to be hard to find or
understand. By improving dyers’ knowledge and
capabilities, dyeing’s impact on the environment and
human health will be improved.

In comparison with the greater sustainable fashion
movement, dyeing has received little attention.
The information and solutions that are available lack
transparency and are difficult for most dyers to access,
comprehend, or afford.

Objectives
The goal of this project is to provide a resource for the
domestic fashion textile dyeing industry that assists its
movement toward a paradigm of causing no harm to the
earth and its inhabitants.
This will be done by creating a resource for dyers with details
about dyeing’s impacts on human and environmental health
and information about more sustainable options, all in one
convenient location, using clear, accessible language.
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Introduction

The Natural Step:
Awareness & Vision

Professional Goals

Scope
The textile industry produces a wide range of goods, from household textiles such as
carpets, towels, and curtains, to tents, sails, protective fire-resistant clothing, and textiles for
crop production.
This project will explore textile dyeing within the bounds of the fashion industry.
The fashion industry has unique leverage points not present in the larger textile industry. As
opposed to design for technical or industrial textiles, fashion design is geared toward staying
ahead of the curve and creating trends. It has more flexibility than other parts of the greater
textile industry, making it an ideal place to implement change.
It will not focus on textiles used outside of the fashion industry or parts of the fashion
industry outside of textile dyeing.
Improving the health of workers and the environmental impact will be the central goal.
Textile Industry
Fashion Industry

In the future I hope to help eliminate the
negative effects of textiles and find ways to
make the process safe and beneficial for
everyone involved- which is essentially
everyone in the world, since we all use
textiles and are affected by air and water
pollution and waste and all the other
problems caused by the industry. This
project gives me a reason to research
problem-solving techniques, find out about
existing efforts to increase sustainability in
textiles, explore ways to affect large-scale
change, and learn about the people who
are already working to solve this problem.
It provides the chance to discover ways to
help people while helping the
environment.

Manufacturing
Dyeing

This project
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Project Execution
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Project Execution: Proposed Process
This map shows the process that was planned
before beginning the project execution.

Reach out to dye
houses and people
working in textiles

Ask what
(sustainability)
issues they face,
what would they
like to fix

Deliver a specific plan of
action for dyers to switch to
more sustainable methods
over time

Research those areas

Analyze results,
share with dye
industry people

Based on research, find out
what change would make
the most difference, what
would be most effective,
what would be most
possible to enact

Research system
connections and
leverage points: who
can make a difference
in dyeing processes

• Share results with the public so they can put
pressure of designers and brands to use more
sustainable dyeing processes

WHO makes the
change happen

What
dyes/chemicals/
processes to add

Decide on
solution

• Share results with workers and dye house
owners so they know why their job needs
changing and so they can keep checking to
make sure all guidelines are being followed

WHAT to
change

What behaviors
to change

What
dyes/chemicals/
processes to
eliminate
Divide into
actionable phases: 1year, 5-year, 10-year,
20-year plans
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Project Execution: Frameworks and Tools Used
These frameworks and tools will be used as the guiding structure for the project. The Natural Step is
used as the overarching framework, and each of the others fit into sections of The Natural Step.

Awareness & Vision
Empathize
Design Thinking

The Natural Step

C

B

A

Creative Solutions
Ideate

Baseline Assessment
Define
Systems Thinking

The Natural Step is a framework
that uses an ABCD process:
Awareness & vision for the future
Baseline assessment
Creative solutions
Devise a plan
It begins by looking to the future,
then backcasting to create a
baseline assessment using what
has been discovered in the first
step.12

Design Thinking follows
these steps:
Empathize with users
Define insights, users’ needs
and problem
Ideate by challenging
assumptions and creating
ideas for innovative solutions
Prototype to start creating
solutions
Test solutions13

Systems thinking is used to
visualize the system surrounding
textile dyeing. The systems maps
on the following pages show the
connections between different
levels of the supply chain and the
interactions between
stakeholders. By mapping out the
system, the leverage points and
power levels can be seen. This
way, the most effective place to
intervene can be found.14

D
Decide on Priorities
Prototype

Test
The Living Principles

The Living Principles
framework distills the four
streams of sustainabilityenvironment, people,
economy, and culture- into
a roadmap that is
understandable, integrated,
and actionable.15
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Project Execution: Actual Process
This map shows the process that was actually followed to complete the project. Boxes
that are gold indicate steps that led to insights and/or pivots in the project’s direction.
The Natural Step: Awareness
Envision what a sustainable
textile dyeing industry would
look like, find out what
problems need to be
addressed, set objectives

Key
Step that led to
pivot or insight

The Natural Step: Baseline Assessment
Research textile dyeing and the
issues surrounding it

Research existing support for
sustainable textiles, worker rights,
sustainable dyeing

Design Thinking: Empathize
! Talk to people in the fashion
industry, sustainable fashion,
and textile dyeing
! Find out what is keeping
people from using more
sustainable dye practices

Design Thinking: Define
Attempt LCAs, Okala
Impact study, other ways
to compare different dyes;
find it difficult, ineffective,
or impossible to make
accurate comparisons or
assessments

visit a dye
house

Map out system
surrounding textile
dyeing in fashion,
use insights from
interviews to
determine power
structure

Based on results
from systems
mapping, decide to
make dyers the
target audience

Find out about different dyes,
what makes some more
sustainable than others

The Natural Step:
Creative Solutions
Design Thinking: Ideate
The Natural Step:
Decide on priorities
Plan for phased
development of
website

Design Thinking: Test
Use The Living
Principles to
test potential
effectiveness
the website

Design Thinking:
Prototype
Create
mockup of
website

! Decide what the
website should
include
• Compile resources
on different dyes,
sustainable fashion,
and worker health
and safety

Decide to create a
website that dyers
can use to learn
about the need for
sustainability in their
industry and
implement
sustainable changes
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Project Execution: Interviews
Baseline Analysis
Design Thinking:
Empathize
Define
Ideate
Prototype
Test

To learn about the industry from
an inside perspective, dyehouses
local to NYC and people working
in fashion were contacted for
interviews. While four dyehouses
were contacted, only one
responded to the request.
A visit to ITAC Manufacturing Day: Fashion
gave a look inside manufacturing within the
New York City area. ITAC is an NYC- based
consulting and training nonprofit organization
that serves the manufacturing sector.
Panelists spoke about how it is becoming
difficult to find skilled workers or people
willing to train to work in a mill, despite high
job availability and security. However, they
did not mention what efforts that they, as
factory owners, were putting forth to make
factory work more appealing. There were
panels on local manufacturing and diversity
and inclusion in the fashion industry, but no
mention of sustainability. It was clear that the
panelists wanted to revive American garment
and textile manufacturing, but they didn’t
indicate what steps they were taking to make
that possible and appealing for workers.
Eileen Small, market development consultant
for fashion and apparel events, presented a
more positive image. She gave examples of
companies that are a part of the growing
sustainable textiles market and some of the

options available for more sustainable dyeing.
Resources discussed in this interview can be
found on pages 26 and 28.
The interview that most impacted the
direction of this project was with Carl Davis,*
owner of a dyehouse in Queens, New York.
Davis said that clients do ask for more
sustainable options but change their mind
when they find out it would cost more. To
make up for the added cost of dyeing, they
would have to charge more for sustainably
dyed garments. Because there’s not much
consumer demand for sustainable dyeing and
designers don’t have adequate language to
market sustainable dyeing, a higher price
would make the clothing more difficult to sell.
If price doesn’t keep a client from pursuing
sustainable dyes, it becomes the dyer’s
responsibility to research and compare dyes
to find the most sustainable option. This
becomes difficult because dye manufacturers
either oversimplify their descriptions and
don’t provide adequate data, or their
language is too scientific for dyers to
understand.
Additionally, Davis says he’s noticed untrue
labeling of garments. Some are labeled as
organic even when they aren’t organic, or
when organic doesn’t necessarily mean
better- some dyes are considered organic
because they are made from petroleum.

Polluting local water sources with dye runoff
isn’t as much of a concern in New York
because the city filters the water. Davis says
that it’s up to him to make sure the dyehouse
is safe because city officials don’t seem to
know what they’re looking for when they do
safety checks, since dyehouses are rare
businesses in New York.
Davis has some clients who use natural dyes,
but due to the higher price and inconsistent
nature of natural dyes, they are only practical
for garments made in small quantities. He
said that reactive dye is presented as the
“eco-friendly” choice because it uses less
water than other types of dye, even though
it’s not much more sustainable than other
other dyes when the full impacts are
considered.
When asked what improvements he’d make
to the dyehouse if money was no object,
Davis said he’d want to use DyeCoo’s
waterless CO2-based dye, but it’s not a
realistic goal for him now because it requires
a machine that is too expensive and is too
large for a small dyehouse in an urban area.
*name has been changed
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Project Execution: Empathy Mapping
Baseline Analysis
Design Thinking:
Empathize
Define
Ideate
Prototype
Test

Using information gathered during the interviews, it is
useful to create an empathy map to better visualize the
perspective of people in the industry.
An empathy map is a way to organize and visualize
information about a person or group based around the
following questions: What do they… hear? ..think?
…see? …do?...say? …feel?16
This map describes the perspective of Carl Davis, a
dyehouse owner pictured below.

Hear: Conflicting
information about
sustainable dyes, clients
wanting to use more
sustainable options but
don’t want to pay more

Think: It’s too
difficult to adapt
sustainable practices
with their current
resources and
knowledge, but know
it is possible (with
help)

See: companies
claiming things as
“organic” that aren’t
truly sustainable

What do they…
Feel:
overwhelmed,
uninformed,
unprepared to
make decisions
about
sustainability

Do: possibly attempt
to research solutions,
end up using same
methods as always
Say: they would like
to be more
sustainable, but they
don’t know how it
can be done

Fig. 10
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Project Execution: Economics
Baseline Analysis
Design Thinking:
Empathize
Define
Ideate
Prototype
Test

A realization that came from interviewing dyers and
reading about their experiences is that higher upfront
costs associated with sustainable dyeing are a major
limitation.

For example, the Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC)’s sustainable
fashion initiative Clean By Design has listed Ten Best Practices for dyeing (fig.
11) which can reduce production costs while taking the first steps toward
sustainable dyeing. This can offset the higher costs of purchasing the more
sustainable dyes.

According to Carl Davis, owner of a dyehouse in Queens, NY, clients who
request sustainable dyes often change their mind when they are told the
sustainable dyes cost more than standard dyes. When discussing the more
sustainable dye options, he said “they are more expensive then traditional
dyes…and in fashion where everything is price driven many people do not
want to pay that difference.”

State and local tax breaks are also offered throughout the United States for
businesses that are energy-efficient or support environmental wellbeing
initiatives.19
When educating dyers on the need for sustainability in dyeing, their economic
concerns must be addressed. In order to implement sustainable dyeing at a
large scale, dyers need to understand its economic benefits.

Melody M. Bomgardner explored challenges faced by dyers attempting to
implement sustainability-based changes. She found that “Price competition is
fierce, and profits are shrinking thanks to volatile raw material costs and rising
wages. Despite public commitments by apparel brands to become more
sustainable, suppliers…say their customers will not buy anything that could
raise the cost of a finished garment by as little as a penny.”17
DyeCoo’s technology uses reclaimed CO2 and requires no water. This process
uses no salts or toxic chemicals and reduces energy use by 50%. Using DyeCoo
can reduce production costs by up to 50%. However, DyeCoo’s machines cost
$2.5 to 4 million, making it inaccessible to the majority of the industry.18
However, there are ways to introduce sustainability to a dyehouse that don’t
increase costs.

Fig. 11: Clean by Design’s Ten Best Practices
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Project Execution: Stakeholders and Power Structure
Baseline Analysis
Design Thinking:

By mapping out the major stakeholders and determining how they are
connected, it is possible to see where the most decision-making power lies and
where the most effective points of leverage lie for creating sustainable change.

Empathize
Define
Ideate
Prototype
Test

Textile/fashion
companies (dye
house clients)
Dye Manufacturers

Decision-making power

Dyers

Consumers

People living near
dye houses
Environment

Dye manufacturers have power because they create the
dyes and set prices. While they are influenced by the
desires of textile and fashion companies, they can make
decisions about what goes into their dye and how they
must be used to be effective.
Textile/fashion companies have power because they can
choose which dyes to use, and demand from these
companies for more sustainable dyes will influence dye
manufacturers to put more focus on sustainability. While
their decisions are influenced by consumers, they are the
ones who make the decisions about what materials they
use and what audience they’re trying to reach.
While this is a powerful point in the stakeholder map,
dyers must have the resources and knowledge to dye
sustainably in order to meet their clients’ demands. Even
if there is demand coming from fashion designers for
more sustainable dyes, it won’t make a difference unless
dyers have the education and tools needed to fulfill that
demand.

Dyers are the ones who go between textile/fashion
companies and dye manufacturers to find the type of
dye requested by the client. They can only choose
between what is already available, so they are lower than
dye manufacturers on the map. However, dyers’ buying
power can influence decisions made by dye
manufacturers, leading them to produce more
sustainable dyes.
Consumers have the power to demand sustainably-dyed
products. If the more sustainable dyes are more
expensive, textile/fashion companies are less likely to
request them unless consumers make it clear that they
are willing to pay more.
People living near dyehouses are placed slightly above
the environment because in some cases they can can
advocate for change by organizing and lobbying
representatives in government, but this isn’t always
possible or effective. These two stakeholders have no
input in decisions made about dyeing but are affected by
the choices made by those are a higher level.
In conclusion: Because dyers affect both their clients and
dye manufacturers, they are the most effective place to
intervene in this system.
17

Project Execution: Impact Mapping
Baseline Analysis
Design Thinking:
Empathize
Define
Ideate
Prototype
Test

While air emissions are considered the second
most important pollution problem in the textile
dyeing industry (after water), the data
surrounding this issue is not readily available.
Air emissions from the textile dyeing industry
include dust, oil mists, acid vapors, bad odors, and
boiler exhausts.20
Below, a description of how air polluted by
dyehouse emissions affects daily life in Savar,
Bangladesh:
“…the toxic stench wafting through the
Genda Government Primary School is
almost suffocating. Teachers struggle to
concentrate, as if they were choking on air.
Students often become lightheaded and
dizzy. A few boys fainted in late April.
Another retched in class.”21

This map shows a dyehouse’s impacts on
the environment (specifically water and air
quality) and resulting impacts on human
health and the agricultural economy.

Large amounts of water are required for textile dyeing. An average mill processes about 8000
kg of fabric per day, requiring 256,000 liters of water for the dyeing process.20
A typical dyebath contains:
dyestuff, solubilizing chemicals, buffer system/pH controller, salt, specialty dyeing assistants
(retarder/accelerant, leveling agent, lubricant, defoamer, surfectant/dispersant, etc.), and
water23 (See appendix B)
To reduce cost of production, many dyehouses discharge toxic effluents without any
treatment to the water or land afterwards.20
According to the article Textile dyeing industry an environmental hazard, “Some 72 toxic
chemicals have been identified in water solely from textile dyeing, 30 of which cannot be
removed.”22
Below, an account of how people of the Indian state of Bihar are affected by dyehouse
effluents polluting the local water source:
Shehnaz Praveen, a housewife, confronts every government official visiting the locality to
inspect the pollution that is forcing her to walk for an hour further to fetch drinking water. “I
have to wake up an hour earlier to walk and bring one bucket of fresh water from a nearby
locality. Even a glass of this hand pump water makes me and my children sick,” she says.24

Effluent discharge from dyehouses pollutes
groundwater. Due to the amount of salt used in
the dyeing process, the only trees that can be
grown in areas polluted by dyehouse effluents are
those that can resist highly-salted water. This also
means that only highly salt-resistant crops can be
grown, potentially damaging an area’s agriculture
industry.25
Below, a farmer from a region in Tirupur, India
explains how the area’s dyeing industry has
impacted the agricultural industry:
“Two decades ago, we cultivated paddy, cotton
and turmeric. Due to various reasons, we had to
change the crops. Apart from fodders cannot be
grown properly and the yield has come down. In
case of brinjal, the yield is nil.” said P Palanisamy,
68, a farmer from Ganapathypalayam25
Icons: figures 12-15, left to right
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Project Execution: Attempted Impact Assessments
Baseline Analysis
Design Thinking:
Empathize
Define
Ideate
Prototype
Test

To learn more about what dyes can be considered the more
sustainable choice, impact assessments of different dyes
were attempted using industry standard tools including
Sustainable Minds and Ecolizer.
This led to the realization that
a.
current life cycle and impact analysis tools do not
include specific data about dyes
b. The data available for dyes is inconsistent- even when
trying to compare different brands of one type of dye,
comparable data couldn’t be found because the
amount of dye, water, and other chemicals varies based
on the color of the dye, the fiber being dyed, and the
amount of fiber being dyed

Fig. 16

Figure 16 shows the options listed in Sustainable Minds, which has limited
data on textiles. No processes are available to add to textiles in this
program.
Figure 17 shows Ecolizer, a tool that provides more textile options than
Sustainable Minds. However, it does not have options to change dye type
or color; the choices are simply “dyed” or “undyed.”
Okala Impact Factors were also tested for their effectiveness in analyzing
dyes, but they lack information about dye entirely, rendering them
unusable. (See appendix B)
This led to the conclusion that more comprehensive data needs to be
added to these tools so that dyes can be compared.

Fig. 17
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Project Execution: Summary
What emerged from…
…talking to people in the industry: Sustainability, while gaining popularity, still isn’t at the front
of most peoples’ minds in the fashion textile industry. Even those who are interested in being
more sustainable are put off by the up-front cost increase. And because of the lack of
comprehensive information, dyers have a hard time determining which dyes are truly more
sustainable.
…trying to perform impact assessments: None of the commonly used life cycle assessment tools
include dyes. Even programs that include textile don’t go beyond the fiber type. Why are dyes
being left out of these tools? How can people compare dyes without digging through research
papers and trying to find comparable studies?
…looking for comparable information on textile dyes: Dye companies don’t publicly post
information beyond the basics. When advertising their “sustainable” dyes, they focus on
percentages of water, steam, and heat as compared to standard dyes. The chemical differences
aren’t published.
This all led to the decision for focus on dyehouse owners and managers because low-level
dyehouse workers don’t have much decision-making power, designers typically don’t directly
select dyes, and consumers can only pressure companies to be sustainable, they can’t enact the
change itself.
In order to be sustainability leaders in their industry, dyers need to be provided with education,
resources, support, and tools to measure their impacts. These should be easy to find and
understand in order to be useful to and used by dyers.

20

Project Outcome
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Project Outcome: Solution
Creative Solutions
Design Thinking:
Empathize
Define
Ideate
Prototype
Test

After recognizing that there is a lack of comprehensive
resources in a centralized place, the chosen solution is a
website that is a toolbox for dyers. It will include:
! Education: An explanation about why textile dyeing needs
to be more sustainable
! Resources: Best practices for textile dyeing as stated by
the Natural Resources Defense Council, information about
the economic side of sustainable textile dyeing, and list of
different dyes and dyeing techniques that are more
sustainable, along with a simple explanation for each
! Support: Lists of sustainable fashion organizations and
organizations that support garments workers, with brief
descriptions of each; information about health and safety
in textile dyeing, and a forum for dyers to communicate
with and support one another
! Impact assessment tools: Life cycle assessment tools with
specific data about types of dye and dyeing processes, as
well as specific data about different fibers
The initial audience for this resource will be dyers in the
United States. After testing within this smaller audience, the
website will be shared with dyers throughout the world.
22

Project Outcome: Development Phases
Decide on Priorities
Design Thinking:
Empathize
Define
Ideate
Prototype
Test

What does this resource need to include?
Information about:
! The need for sustainability in textile dyeing
! Best practices for dyeing as defined by the NRDC
! Dyes and dyeing methods that more sustainable
! Sustainable fashion
! Organizations focused on providing support for
textile workers
! Economics of sustainable dyeing

Phase 1: As seen on pages 24-30

A way for dyers to communicate with one another
Tools to measure and compare the impacts of different
dyes and dyeing methods

Phase 2: work with developers of an existing impact assessment tool to add
specific information about dyes, dyeing, and fibers. Embed this tool in the
website to keep all resources in a one location, making the process of selecting
dyes more seamless for the user

Help for dyers to implement changes to be more
sustainable, whether that is guidelines outlining a plan
of action, support from or collaboration with another
organization, funding to assist with repairing old
equipment, purchasing more efficient equipment, or to
help new dyers with startup costs

Phase 3: In addition to providing these options, phase 3 introduces a paid
membership level. Some tools and resources require a paid subscription, such as
the Society of Dyers and Colourist’s Colour Index, which "describes the essential
colorant of a dye or pigment by application class and chemical class. Assigning a
relevant CIGN and CICN allows identification by a world recognized system.”26
Paying members will be able to resources like the Colour Index, while members
at the free level will still be able to access the website as seen in phases 1 and 2.
Phase 4: After assessing the website’s functionality in the US and assessing the
needs of dyers outside the US, introduce the site to an international audience
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Project Outcome: Prototyping Website Structure
Creative Solutions
Design Thinking:
Empathize
Define
Ideate
Prototype
Test

These are the five main pages featured
on the website. The resources page
contains subpages on best practices,
dyes and dyeing, and health and safety.
The support page contains subpages on
sustainable fashion, worker support,
and economics of sustainable dying.
Homepage:
Introduction to what the website is, education about why textile dyeing
needs to be more sustainable
*The overview of sustainability issues in dyeing is only on the
homepage, not its own section, to make the focus be on solutions
rather than problems. It should present just enough information so
readers understand the need for change in the industry without
getting overwhelmed with details or discouraged by the magnitude
of the issue.
Resources:
Best practices for textile dyeing as stated by the Natural Resources Defense
Council, and list of different dyes and dyeing techniques that are more
sustainable along with a simple explanation for each, and information
about health and safety in textile dyeing

Support:
Lists of sustainable fashion organizations and organizations that support
garment workers, with brief descriptions of each; and information about
the economics of sustainable dyeing
Forum:
The forum will be for members to connect and discuss their experiences,
share advice, or ask questions. This breaks down the barriers of distance
and social hierarchy by allowing anyone to participate and communicate
with one another and gives users the ability to access information that isn’t
built into the website.
Members:
Lists all members, allows them to follow one another to be alerted when
members they follow have posted in the forum, and gives the option for
members to create a profile.
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Project Outcome: Prototype for Mobile Site
Creative Solutions
Design Thinking:
Empathize
Define
Ideate
Prototype
Test

A goal of this project is to make information
about sustainable textile dyeing accessible to
all people.
The toolbox should be accessible to dyers
when they are on the dyehouse floor, not just
when they’re at a computer, so it should be
equally functional as a desktop and mobile
site.
Trends show that more people own
smartphones than laptops or PCs,27 so making
the website mobile-friendly is important when
trying to reach a wide audience.
Although the toolbox is expected to be viewed
on smartphones more often than desktop
computers, a website is still the preferred
format over an app. Apps take up storage
space on phones and can be more difficult to
access on a computer, but a website just uses
the web browser already installed on a
smartphone or computer.
Images to the right show examples of the
website’s mobile view.
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Project Outcome: Website Page Details
Creative Solutions
Design Thinking:
Empathize
Define
Ideate
Prototype
Test

Resources: Dyes and Dyeing
This page shows examples of the
information available in the resources
for dyes and dyeing. The overview
page will have guidelines for selecting
dyes based on fiber. Products and
methods will be listed and described,
and a link will be present to take the
user directly to the relevant website.
Use of Different Dye Classes for various fibers
Dye Class

Fiber

Acid

Wool and nylon

Basic

Acrylic

Direct

Cotton and other cellulosic

Disperse

Polyester and other synthetics

Reactive

Cellulosic and wool

Sulphur

Cellulosic

Vat

Cellulosic

AirDye: Using dispersed dyes that are applied to a paper carrier, AirDye uses heat to transfer
the dyes from the paper to the surface of the textiles, coloring it at the molecular level.28
This process uses 5% of the water and 14% of the energy used in standard dyeing
processes.29
DyeCoo: uses reclaimed CO₂ as the dyeing medium in a closed loop process30
Colorifix: “Via DNA sequencing, we work out what encodes the instructions to make a
pigment and we then translate that message into our engineered microorganisms, which we
use both to grow and transfer the colour.”31
Werewool: designs protein fibers at the DNA level to develop sustainable textiles with
inherent properties such as color, moisture management, and stretch32
ColorZen: a patented treatment to raw cotton, resulting in a dyeing process that uses far less
water, energy, and toxic dyes and chemicals33
Recycrom: pigment powders made using textile fibers from used clothing and manufacturing
waste that can be applied to textiles through exhaustion dyeing, dipping, spray, screen
printing and coating34
Avitera SE: a poly-reactive dye by Huntsman Textile Effects that reduces water and energy
use by 50%, reduces salt consumption by 20%, and shortens the cycle time by 25%, as
compared to standard reactive dyes35
Cadira: a dye by Dystar that has options for cellulose and polyester fibers, both of which use
less water, electricity, steam, and time than standard dyes36

Source 21

Earthcolors: a biosynthetic dye by Achroma that utilizes agricultural and herbal waste as raw
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Project Outcome: Website Page Details
Creative Solutions
Design Thinking:
Empathize
Define
Ideate
Prototype
Test

Resources: Best Practices

Support: Economics

This page will introduce Clean By
Design’s Ten Best Practices and how
to implement them.

This page will explain the production cost
savings, tax incentives, and other benefits
that sustainability can bring to a business.

These Best Practices do not require the use of
specific dyes, they focus on efficiency in the
dyeing process and maintaining and optimizing
equipment in the dyehouse. The Best Practices
page is the starting point for dyers who want to
be more sustainable but aren’t yet able to buy
new, more efficient equipment or change the dyes
they use.

Below is a quote from the apparel industry publisher
Fashiondex’s Andrea Kennedy. The customers that dyers will
be considering are their clients: fashion designers and
clothing brands. Information like this, along with specific,
quantified data will be on this page to help dyers understand
the costs and benefits associated with more sustainable
dyeing.

Fig. 11: Clean By Design’s Ten Best Practices

“As 66% of customers state that when given the choice they
will select and pay more for sustainably-produced products
manufactured by companies committed to positive social and
environmental impact. And when surveyed this year in
January, 78% of US consumers stated they ‘feel better’ when
they buy sustainably-produced products. If you become a
brand that is part of making a difference and no longer part of
the problem, you will stand out to customers who are looking
for products produced by companies that mirror their own
concerns at this very moment in time. This will increase your
sales, show in your bottom line, and create customer
relationships for the long-term.”19
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Project Outcome: Website Page Details
Creative Solutions
Design Thinking:
Empathize
Define
Ideate
Prototype
Test

Support: Sustainable Fashion
For users interested in learning about
the sustainable fashion movement,
organizations such as these will be
listed on the sustainable fashion page
under the support tab.
Fashion Heroes: Fashion Heroes has been started to
offer a place for people to speak up about sustainable
fashion, to learn more about brands that are taking
steps in the right direction and to see how all people
can participate to make wise choices in fashion38
Fashiondex: Apparel industry publishers and
consultants specializing in up-to-date, online, inperson, and in-print sourcing, design, production, and
sustainable fashion information39
The Sustainable Angle: a not-for-profit organization
and founders of Future Fabrics Expo. They initiate and
support projects with a focus on sustainability in
Fashion and Textiles and related industries such as
food and agriculture.40

Fashion for Good: act on two fronts: ”as an Innovation
Platform we give promising start-ups the support they
need in order to grow and scale. And as a Convenor for
Change, we are building a Good Fashion Movement to
help people understand and reimagine the ways in
which they can make a difference through their
clothing choices, from before the point of purchase, to
garment care and beyond.”41
Textile Exchange: “a global non-profit that works
closely with our members to drive industry
transformation in preferred fibers, integrity and
standards and responsible supply networks. ”42
Fashion Positive: Following Cradle to Cradle
methodology and operating out of Textile
Exchange, this organization is focused on
educating the fashion industry on and
promoting the use of circular materials43
Camera Nazionale della Moda Italiana: an association
that started advocating sustainability as a basic value
of the Italian fashion industry in 2010. launched the
Sustainability Committee and three Working Groups:
Chemicals Technical Working Group, Retail Technical
Working Group and Chemicals Analysis Working
Group.44
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Project Outcome: Website Page Details
Creative Solutions
Design Thinking:
Empathize
Define
Ideate
Prototype
Test

Support: Workers
These resources represent the type
of information available on the
worker support page under the
support tab. These will be especially
relevant when the website expanded
for international use.
Fashion 4 Development: a private sector global
platform that builds upon the core leadership
principles of the 4Es: Educate, Empower, Enhance and
Enrich, and activates partnerships that promote the
fashion and textile industry, advance economic and
social development activities, preserve culture and
empower women.45
Ethical Fashion Initiative: links international brands
with a network of artisans to give these communities
in challenging and remote locations access to the
international marketplace. Their mission is to work
towards sustainable development and create long
term impact in the communities in which they
operate. Through extensive training and mentorship,
they build capacity and enable artisans to produce for
the international market.46

Fashion Revolution: This organization’s goal is to
unite people and organizations to work together
towards radically changing the way that clothes are
sourced, produced and consumed, so that clothing is
made in a safe, clean and fair way. They started the
#whomademyclothes campaign, where brands and
producers are encouraged to respond with the
hashtag #imadeyourclothes and to demonstrate
transparency in their supply chain.47
Unite Here!: A labor union in the United States and
Canada with roughly 300,000 active members. Among
the many industries it covers is textile manufacturing
and distribution.48
Workers United: An American and Canadian union
which represents about 85,000 workers in the textile,
commercial laundry, pharmaceutical, and gaming
industries.49
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Project Outcome: User Journey
Creative Solutions
Design Thinking:
Empathize
Define
Ideate
Prototype
Test

1

2

Scenario: A user is trying to decide what kind of dye to
use for an upcoming project.
User begins on the home page.

3

User hovers over the Resources button, prompting a
drop-down menu listing the section’s subpages. The
user can click on one of these options to go directly to
a specific page or click on the Resources button to go
to the general overview page.

5

4

User finds different types of waterless dyeing, learns
about each, decides which to use and how to acquire
the materials.

This is the general overview page for resources, with
information about how, why, or when to use the various
dyes and dyeing techniques listed in the side menu. The
user is now more informed about their options and
decides to select Waterless Dyeing.

6

If the user was unable to make a decision, they can sign
up to be a member or log in to their account in order to
participate in the forum.

In the forum, the user can find out if their question has
already been asked and read the responses. If it’s a new
question, they can create a post to be answered by
other dyers.
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Project Outcome: Test Phase
Creative Solutions
Design Thinking:

Environment: Actions and issues that affect natural
systems, including climate change, preservation, carbon
footprint and restoration of natural resources

People: Actions and issues that affect all aspects of society,
including poverty, violence, injustice, education, healthcare,
safe housing, labor and human rights.

Economy: Actions and issues that affect how people and
organizations meet their basic needs, evolve and define
economic success and growth.

Culture: Actions and issues that affect how communities
manifest identity, preserve and cultivate traditions, and
develop belief systems and commonly accepted values.15

Environmental
and human health

The four sections of The Living Principles can be applied to the two main umbrellas that this project’s
problem statement and objectives fall under: environmental and human health, and awareness and
accessibility. These will be used to analyze the effectiveness of the proposed solution and ensure that all
objectives are covered. The Living Principles are being applied only to the impact, functionality and
application of the website, not to the research and analysis performed on dyes and dyeing.

Awareness and
accessibility

Empathize
Define
Ideate
Prototype
Test

Problem Statement

Objectives

“Dyes and dyeing practices that
are commonly used in the textile
industry are damaging the
environment and human health.

“The goal of this project is to provide a
resource for a fashion textile dyeing
industry that assists its movement toward a
paradigm of causing no harm to the earth
or its inhabitants.

In comparison with the greater
sustainable fashion movement,
dyeing has received little
attention.
The information and solutions
that are available lack
transparency and are difficult for
most dyers to access,
comprehend, or afford.”

This will be done by creating a resource for
dyers with details about dyeing’s impacts
on human and environmental health and
information about more sustainable
options, all in one convenient location,
using clear, accessible language.”

Logo and icons: figures 18-22
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Project Outcome: The Living Principles
Creative Solutions
Design Thinking:
Empathize
Define
Ideate
Prototype
Test

ENVIRONMENT

PEOPLE

BEHAVIORS
How can you use this project to promote actions that protect and
restore the environment?
This toolbox will empower dyers to take the steps to make their
business more sustainable by providing them with education,
resources, support, and ways to measure their impact

IMPACTS
How does the project affect various individuals and communities through- out its life, from
makers to users and those involved in its disposal?
It first affects dyers by helping them become sustainability leaders in their industry. When
dyehouses become more sustainable, people working in and living near dyehouses will have
fewer (or no) health problems caused by textile dyeing. Less toxic runoff from dyehouses will
lead to less polluted water and less polluted air and soil, which will provide the chance for the
agriculture economy to be revived in areas where pollution from dyeing has been a detriment.

CREATION
As you consider your project from creation to end user, what
materials are you using, and what potential intended or unintended
ecological consequences can you foresee, including air quality and
water? How can overall energy use be minimized–and renewable
energy use maximized–in all stages of manufacturing,
transportation, and use?
The website will be hosted by GreenGeeks, a web hosting platform
the runs on renewable energy and is recognized by the United
States Environmental Protection Agency as a Green Power Partner.
Energy use is a major impact of digital delivery of information, so
by verifying that this site utilizes existing renewable resources,
impacts can be minimized.
DURABILITY
What is the expected life span of the artifact? Can it be extended?
What other use could this artifact have? Can the artifact be easily
repaired and reused? Can it be upgraded?
The digital format is ideal because it can be updated as new
information and resources become available. The toolbox is a living
system, evolving as the sustainable dyeing movement evolves and
growing along with the needs of its audience.

CONFLICTS
Is your product (or any of its components) created by or affiliated with organizations that
support issues your audience or client may find objectionable?
Some of the dyes that are considered more sustainable still use chemicals that originate from
crude oil. For this reason, transparency will be employed to allow dyers to make decisions
based upon their own values to move toward the vision of causing no harm.
DESIRABILITY
Is this product actually desired by your customers or stakeholders?
It is desired by people working in the dyeing industry who are interested in sustainability as
was demonstrated in conversations with dyehouse owners and industry professionals during
the discovery phase of the project.
NEED / USE
What societal needs does this artifact, message, service or experience fulfil? Is it useful?
This project fills the information gap left by organizations and resources focused on
surrounding issues (sustainable fashion, worker health and safety, impact assessment tools)
LONG VIEW
How can this project enhance the lives of its makers and users?
It can make their workplace and the surrounding area safer and help them become leaders in
the growing sustainable fashion movement.
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Project Outcome: The Living Principles
Creative Solutions
Design Thinking:
Empathize
Define
Ideate
Prototype
Test

ECONOMY
SYSTEMIC VIEW
What are the financial requirements of this project? Who gains economic value from purchasing or using this product or
service? Can it provide value above and beyond its intended use?
In Phase 1 there are no inherent financial requirements outside of paying for a domain. Phase 2 will involve
coordination with outside sources and may require a development to incorporate the updated life cycle assessment
tools into the website. For users, while startup costs may be high, they will gain economic value by reducing
production costs after making sustainability-based changes in their dyeing practices.
METRICS
How is the inherent value of the project measured? Is value assessed only in terms of financial profit?
It can be measured by tracking water and air pollution caused by dyehouses, work-related health problems in dyers,
and dyehouse production costs.
BENEFITS
What are the short- and long-term economic benefits of incorporating sustainable solutions?
Short term: Dyers would be able to offer sustainable dyeing services, setting them apart as industry leaders and
potentially gaining more clients or being able to charge a more premium price for their services
Long term: Reduced water and energy costs
TRANSPARENCY & TRUTH
Can you communicate transparently about every aspect of the project? Are you promoting your work, your
organization, or your client beyond the actual value that it provides?
This toolbox is intended to be a step toward making the textile dyeing industry more sustainable but is not presented
as being the only step needed to reach a fully sustainable industry. Transparency is the goal: the website presents
dyers with the resources they need to make sustainability-based decisions instead of making the decisions for them.
To maintain this transparency, pros and cons of the resources available will be listed.
FROM PRODUCT TO SERVICE
Is there an opportunity to create a rental, leasing, or service model for this product?
Benefits such as The Society of Dyers and Colourists’ Colour Index will be added in Phase 3 to create a level of
membership that requires a paid subscription. This pricing structure will help offset the costs of implementing Phase 2.
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Project Outcome: The Living Principles
Creative Solutions
Design Thinking:
Empathize
Define
Ideate
Prototype
Test

CULTURE
VISIONS
In what ways can this project compel people to make more sustainable lifestyle choices?
Educating dyers about the environmental impacts of their industry and the many ways to reduce
those impacts can cause them to be more likely to make more sustainable choices. When sustainable
dyeing becomes more prevalent, consumers will have more opportunities to choose clothing that is
dyed sustainably.
MEANINGS & REACTIONS
What meanings do your project communicate? What emotional reactions could your customers and
stakeholders have? Is there any way they could react negatively?
The website communicates support for dyers, textile workers and the greater sustainable fashion
movement. Users could be overwhelmed by the idea of making changes in their workplace. It would
be helpful to have someone with experience working in the dyeing industry to assist with the website.
Otherwise, users may feel like an outsider is trying to explain their job to them.
A SYSTEMIC VIEW
What attitudes and values does your project promote, both in its intention and its execution? How
does this project take into consideration the unique needs of various cultures?
The website is initially being promoted for use by dyers in the US as a test group because it is the area
with which the author is most familiar and where the industry sources the author interviewed are
located. When the project is expanded to other parts of the world, members of the textile dyeing
industries in those cultures will be consulted so that communication and resources will align with
their values and needs.
DIVERSITY
How can this project promote cultural diversity?50
The digital platform makes the toolbox accessible to anyone with an internet connection, and the
forum allows for workers who may be underappreciated or unheard while at work the chance to
communicate their ideas and experiences. It breaks down barriers of distance and social standing,
leading to conversations with more diverse voices.
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Project Outcome: Impacts
Vision for the Future

Because specific data on the impacts of American dyehouses is
not readily available, it is difficult to provide a quantifiable
metric for environmental benefits.
However, Clean by Design’s Ten Best Practices (fig. 11) gives a
clear idea of how making specific improvements to the dyeing
process can save resources and money. There are 21 dyehouses
in the United States,51 so if the toolbox is used by all US
dyehouses, the amount of resources saved can be multiplied by
21.
Of course, these numbers only represent the results of adhering
to the NRDC’s Best Practices. If dyers use the toolbox to learn
about and start using dyeing systems such as Colorifix or
DyeCoo, technologies which have eliminated the use of water
entirely, water use in the textile dyeing process could drop to
almost zero.
Another impact of this toolbox will be dyers’ increased
awareness of sustainability in fashion textile dyeing. This can
lead to increased tracking of the industry’s impacts and
increased availability of data detailing those impacts. This
presents a possible benefit by arming dyers with the data to talk
to their clients about their specific efforts to improve
environmental and human conditions, increasing the value of
such investments.

Fig. 11: Clean by Design’s Ten Best Practices
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Project Outcome: Conclusion
The project supports the problem statement by providing a dyers with
a toolbox that is easy to access and contains information and
resources that are easy to comprehend and use. The toolbox sheds
light on sustainability issues in the fashion textile dyeing industry and
arms dyers with the tools to lower their industry’s damaging impacts
on human and environmental health.
To fully support the problem problem statement would require
collaboration with experts in impact analysis, dye chemistry, and dye
supplier specifications. Additionally, the website designed in this
project isn’t a standalone solution, it requires participation from dyers
in order to reduce human and environmental health issues caused by
textile dyeing.
Next steps would involve following though with phases 2-4 of the
website’s development. These phases have greater impact. Phase 2
gives dyers the ability to perform accurate life cycle assessments of
the dyes and dyeing processes they use. This can raise awareness of
and lead to solutions to the textile dyeing industry’s environmental
impacts. Phase 3 helps dyers implement large-scale sustainable
changes, and Phase 4 expands these impacts internationally.
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Coloring is one of the most delightful arts, also a most responsible branch of facture; and a good dyer makes
a manufacturer wealthy, happy, and renowned, while a poor one brings ruin, bankruptcy, and misery; and
not considering the fineness of the cloth or the faultless weaver, the color sells the goods.
-EC Haserick, 1869 10
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Omitted from introduction
The workers who process and spin cotton are
exposed to significant amounts of cotton dust.
They are also exposed to particles of pesticides
and soil. In places that don’t strictly adhere to
regulations, textile workers are also at risk for
contracting byssinosis, or brown lung. This is a
condition caused by exposure to cotton dust
and regulations were put in place by OSHA in
1938 to protect American workers. However, in
some other countries, these protections don’t
exist. A study conducted by R. Steinberg, J.
Hannak and K.Balakrishnan regarding textile
units in India revealed that pulmonary function
in textile workers decreased significantly with
exposure to cotton dust over a long period of
time. Another study conducted on textile units
in Mumbai, India indicated an 11-33% incidence
of chronic bronchitis in textile workers. Another
study revealed an increase in the rate of
occurrence with an increase in exposure to
cotton dust.

re-dyed until the buyer is satisfied. Around 1020% of fabric goes through this process, and
about 5% may never end up being used. This
wastes water, steam, dye, and time. When
parameters are adjusted to avoid this kind of
error, mills can reduce their water and steam
use by around 40%. Waste is also created at the
cut-and-sew level of production. In New York
City alone, businesses create 40 times more
fabric waste than consumers. Approximately 8
million tons of textiles go straight from factories
and stores to a landfill. While NY has a law
requiring businesses to recycle textiles when
they make up at least 10% of the business’s
overall waste, this law isn’t really enforced.

Fashion is responsible for around 4% of global
solid waste. While some of this waste comes
from consumers throwing out old clothes, most
of it comes from businesses. Waste is produced
at all levels of production. When fabric isn’t
dyed the exact color that a buyer ordered, it is
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Rajby’s Beluga Denim is currently the only textile to achieve a Platinum
C2C Certification.
“Beluga is a range of Rajby Textile’s denim fabrics manufactured using
a process and components, including fiber and chemicals, that are
designed to be safe for people and the planet.
To meet the active cycling requirement, Rajby has committed to use
the Beluga denim fabric exclusively in apparel products sold by
retailers with take back programs in place and estimated expected
cycling rates for such products. Rajby collaborated with C&A, which led
the research and quantification for this initial certification through its
“We Take it Back” Program and will track active cycling rates through
this program.”
https://www.c2ccertified.org/products/scorecard/beluga-rajbytextiles-pvt-ltd
C&A developed the first Cradle to Cradle Certified jeans (Gold level):
https://www.c2ccertified.org/news/article/CA_Launches_Cradle_to_C
radle_Certified_Gold_Jeans
https://d2be5ept72nvlo.cloudfront.net/2018/08/FashionForGood_De
nim-Case-Study-FINAL-1.pdf
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Email from a NYC-based dye house:
“I do not have any chemistry background so I do not really
know the science behind it all. Of course there are things we
would hope could get better like being able to dye without
water which I know Nike & Adidas and some other
companies have started researching and doing but the
process is very limited in what fibers can be dyed and the
equipment is so expensive that it is not even realistic . This is
one industry where we are just stuck in and no one has
seemed to really find better ways to dye. There are lists of
dyes which they call restricted dye lists now which consist of
fiber reactive dyes which do not have certain chemicals in
them that traditional dyes have. The problem with these are
that you end up using 4-5 times the amount of salt you would
normally use and they are more expensive then traditional
dyes which are called direct dyes and in fashion where
everything is price driven many people do not want to pay
that difference.
There are natural dyes but that is not a realistic option yet.
They are hard to get large quantities of. You also have issues
with color fastness and issues with the natural dyes
penetrating evenly and they are extremely expensive. for
instance 1 LB of indigo dye can be anywhere from 50-80 per
LB and a traditional direct dye that will get you the same
indigo shade may be in the 5-10 per LB range. ”

Notes from visit to
dyehouse,
conversation with
owner

-The city filters the water, so less water
pollution is happening in NYC than overseas at
larger, less regulated dye houses
-It is difficult to find skilled workers: someone
would need at east 4-5 years of being an
assistant to be able to replace current workers
-Sustainable dye options tend to cost more
than standard
-When a client asks for sustainable dyeing,
they almost always end up changing their mind
upon learning the cost
-If a client does use more sustainable dye, they
have to charge more for the garment, which
can make it more difficult to sell

v

-Natural dyes are only useful for garments that
are high end and made in small quantities
-Reactive dye is pushed as the eco-friendly
choice because it uses less water, even though
it’s not really that much better than other dyes
-If money was no option, he’d choose to use
Dyecoo’s waterless CO2- based dye that Nike
has been using, but that requires a huge
machine that is expensive and would be too
large for any dye house in the city
-Rotary machines use less water

-Greenwashing is a big problem: people say
products are organic even when it’s not, or call
petroleum-based products organic even
though that’s not the kind of organic most
people are looking for, Drankwalter says “They
can say whatever they want.” based on
experience dyeing garments that he knows are
not organic, but are being marketed as organic
(and other similar situations)
-It’s up to the dye manufacturers to tell dyers
what’s in the dye, but a lack of knowledge
about chemistry can cloud the dyer’s
understanding
-When a client asks for more sustainable
dyeing, it’s up to the dyer to do the research
and hope they’ve made the right choice, even
thought chemistry and sustainability aren’t
their areas of expertise
-The burden should be placed higher up, on
dye manufacturers to give clear distinctions
and descriptions of the effects of their dyes
-In his experience, when people would come
make sure everything is up to code, because
dye houses are rare in NYC, it seemed like they
weren’t quite sure what they were looking
for/how to know if it was safe
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file:///Users/audreyhunt/Downloads/Sustainable_textile_dy
eing_pro%20(1).pdf
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Further
screenshots of
attempts to
measure impacts
of dyes and dyeing
using Ecolizer and
Sustainable Minds
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Material #1
Conventional Textile Dye
Reactive dye (for cellulose fibers), disperse dye (for synthetic fibers)
Okala has no entry for dye, so I
substituted offset print ink for
reactive and disperse dye
Reactive dye data from Life Cycle
Assessment for the Dyeing and
Finishing Process of Organic Cotton
Knits by K. Babu Murugesh and M.
Selvadass, for College of Textiles, NC
State University10
Disperse dye data from Environmental
assessment of Swedish fashion
consumption by Sandra Roos, Gustav
Sandin, Bahareh Zamani and Greg
Peters for Mistra Future Fashion11
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Material #2
More Sustainable Textile Dye
Avitera SE reactive dye, Earthcolors by Achroma
Offset print ink substituted for Avitera SE
dye. Data approximated from image
above,12 in comparison to data from
standard reactive dye LCA.13 No info
available on exact amounts of other
materials/ingredients used.

Earthcolors14 is a dye made from waste from
various herbal/plant industries.15 I replaced
saw palmetto16 (for stone color) with Okala’s
points for jute textile. Very little info
available about water, electricity, etc, so
Avitera data was substituted and the dyeing
time is halfway between Avitera’s reported
time and the standard time.
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Results: Okala Impact Forms
•

Clearly the sustainability-minded
dyes are the better option because
they use less water, steam, and
electricity, and create less pollution
due to higher fixation rates.
Earthcolors by Achroma uses
excess from herbal/plant-based
industries to create their dye. The
other chemicals and the process
used isn’t clear, they say the dyes
have the same fixation and color
standard as their sulphur dyes, but
no further details could be found.
While it is better to use a
renewable resource (plants) than
petroleum to create dyes,
Earthcolors does not currently
provide the range of colors that
petroleum-based dyes offer. This
could be due to the fact that they
use waste from agriculture and
herbal industries, and the plants
that create brighter colors
(logwood, lichen, brazilwood,
indigo, etc) aren’t use din these

industries or do not create enough
waste to be used in a large-scale
dyeing operation. More detailed
information is required to make an
accurate comparison between
Earthcolors and other dyes.
•

The Okala impact forms aren’t very
useful in this situation because
there isn’t enough data to get a
direct accurate comparison. Most
of the entries don’t have Okala
Impact Points, and the available
LCA programs don’t have the all
the parts that go into textile dye.
The amount of dye and resources
used vary between colors and
fibers, so to accurately tell the
difference in impact, the same
color and fiber should be
compared.
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Systems Thinking

These smaller maps explore different
relationships and boundaries within the
scope of the project.

Consumers

Textile workers

Manufacturers

Want clothing made
in safe and
sustainable
conditions

Want clothing that is
affordable and
affordably made

what consumers see

Dyeing practices…
damage

fashion designers,
brand name
people

living near
dye houses

working in
dye houses

environment

during dye
process

during use of
garment
(washing)

Designers/companies
choose
What
consumers
should see

manufacturers
Manufacturers choose

textile workers
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Project Execution: Places to Intervene
Baseline Analysis
Design Thinking:
Empathize
Define
Ideate
Prototype
Test

Dye Manufacturers

Dyers

Designers and brands
can choose where
their products are
sold, and retailers can
choose what they sell

There are many dye
manufacturers and
types of dye from
which to choose,
therefore,
dyers need to know
how what’s available
and how to
differentiate

Consumers

While this map has dye manufacturers at the top, it is
the dyers who are the most pivotal.
Dyers need to be able to compare the different dyes
available in order to meet their clients’ needs and to
be able to sell those clients on more sustainable
options.

Textile/fashion
companies (dye
house clients)

Clothing
Retailers

In this case, systems thinking helps to show what
stakeholders are making choices that influence other
stakeholders and at what point those choices are
made.

Consumers can
buy from
retailers or
directly from
designers

If dyers are more educated on the choices they make,
they will influence dye manufacturers with their
buying power.
Because dyers affect both their clients and dye
manufacturers, they are the most effective place to
intervene in this system.

Points from who
is choosing to
what is being
chosen
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Some of the additional resources not included on
website description pages
Oeko-tex standard https://www.oeko-tex.com/en/
https://www.ft.tul.cz/mini/KITTOP/download/firmy/huntsman.pdf
https://www.cottonworks.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/Advances-inSustainable-Dyeing.pdf
https://www.levi.com/US/en_US/features/sustainability

https://fashademic.wordpress.com/current-work/
https://www.bsr.org/reports/BSR_Empowering_Female_Workers_in_the_Appar
el_Industry.pdf
https://ssir.org/articles/entry/gender_equity_as_business_imperative
https://www.unilever.com/sustainable-living/our-strategy/un-sustainabledevelopment-goals/

FOR COMPARISON:
LCA of standard dyeing: file:///Users/audreyhunt/Downloads/3396-18312-1PB.pdf
Hazardous chemicals in clothing:
http://www.greenpeace.org/eastasia/campaigns/toxics/science/eleven-flagshiphazardous-chemicals/
Origins of organic synthetic dyes: http://www.fsw.cc/where-synthetic-organicdyes-from/
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